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Track Listing
1. Non Ho Sonno 04:16
2. Sinners 03:52
3. Scene Of Crime 04:44
4. Mayhem 06:30
5. Parting 05:12
6. Submerge 03:48
7. No Shut Eye (feat. Nine Seconds) 04:30
8. Confidence 06:32
9. Before Dawn 04:58
10. Walk Away 03:55
11. For A Lifetime 05:24
12. W.O.T. (For Eternity Version) 05:07
13. The End (Experience) 02:58
Bonus tracks:

14. Parting
(Remix by Disharmony) 05:16

15. Walk Away
(Tannhauser Gate Mix by Talvekoidik) 03:52

FRAMEWORK

(GERMANY)

After eleven years from the acclaimed debut-album "Reflections" and as many from the subsequent
adjustment of line-up, the Germans Framework, today consisting of Daniel Konrad and Andreas Lehmann,
return more endearing offering in their latest full-length a musical repertoire a closely related to
EBM/synthpop/dark-electro/glitch. "Untold Stories" contains fifteen tracks of the highest technological level
as the result of a long period of research testing ever more impeccable acoustics. The sound produced by the
instruments is a distillation of artificial melodies, rhythmics variably down/mid/uptempo, darkness and a
vocal anger harshly repressed. Well cared in its processing and arrangements, this album is a triumph of
aesthetic sounds, danceable programmed percussiveness, flows of synths and cutting chants, all of them
suggesting a deep meaning in its lyrics, all this expressly planned to entertain the listener or do dance him
meditating on the texts. We are therefore proud to highlight the importance of this release and of this
formidable duo-act that creates an electronic-sound mature and highly captivating; the remixes by
Disharmony and Talvekodik, as well as one song played in collaboration with Nine Seconds, enrich the
tracklist further raising its value. "Untold Stories" is a brilliant product full of promises that certainly deserves
your attention.

http://www.framework-home.de

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7DyKd9BbHM

